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The Durable Peace Programme (DPP) aims to facilitate durable peace and equitable development in Myanmar,
particularly in Kachin and northern Shan. Through its briefing note series the DPP seeks to raise awareness and
provide up to date information and data on critical elements the DPP seeks to address, such as Durable Solutions
for Return and Resettlement, Livelihoods and Income-generation, Peace-building and Social Cohesion, Gender
Equality and the Deepening of Expertise of Civil Society. In this edition, the mine risks for Internally Displaced
People, particularly those seeking to return to their villages of origin in Kachin State, are discussed.
For more information on the DPP, you can visit: www.durablepeaceprogramme.com

Introduction
Since the ceasefire between the Kachin Independence Army (KIA) and the Tatmadaw
(Myanmar Armed Forces) broke down in June 2011, over 100,000 people have been
displaced by armed conflict in Kachin State. In 2019, the Myanmar government outlined
a national IDP camp closure strategy, which contributed to the momentum for the return
and resettlement of IDPs. One of the minimum standards for their safe, voluntary and
dignified return is physical safety, which includes the absence of danger from landmines
and Explosive Remnants of War (ERW) in return and resettlement sites. Both Civil Society
and the National Strategy on Resettlement of Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs) and
Closure of IDP camps recognizes mine action as an important step in the process of IDP
return and resettlement into programme activities. Without humanitarian mine action, IDPs
are at acute risk of loss of life and limb.
Since 2019, MAG has worked with the Durable Peace Programme (DPP) in Kachin and northern
Shan to build the capacity of the project’s partners to integrate Mine Risk Education (MRE)
into their programme activities. Following on from that work and to have more informed MRE,
MAG also partnered with three Kachin organisations to survey villages that were identified
for potential return and resettlement by the Myanmar government and local humanitarian
actors. Through joint deployments with the Kachin Baptist Convention (KBC), Karuna Mission
Social Solidarity (KMSS), and Wunpawng Ninghtoi (WPN), MAG conducted baseline and remote
baseline surveys in a total of 59 villages of IDPs origin in February and March 2020 in order to
provide up-to-date information to stakeholders involved in the development of durable solutions.
The target villages were selected because they were identified by the Myanmar government
and/or by local humanitarian actors as potential sites for IDP return and resettlement.

Kachin IDP children play in Mai Na IDP camp, Waingmaw Township

Baseline and Remote Baseline Contamination
Surveys: An Overview
Baseline contamination survey is a preliminary assessment used to rapidly develop a
snapshot of explosive ordnance contamination in an area. In the context of IDP return and
resettlement, the survey is a useful tool to gather targeted information about landmine/ERW
contamination, that can complement other durable solutions assessments conducted by
humanitarian organisations. MAG first developed baseline surveys in Myanmar as a way of
gathering information about contamination in a politically sensitive context. Since 2016, MAG
has deployed community liaison (CL) teams to conduct baseline surveys in Shan, Kachin, Kayah
and Kayin States, as well as Tanintharyi Region. The process is simple, based as it is on focus
group discussions with community members, who share information about contamination in
their village. Through targeted questions, CL teams gather information about conflict history in
the area, the occurrence of landmine or ERW accidents, and other direct or indirect evidence of
contamination in the village, such as visible items, warning signs, potentially productive land not
in use, disused roads and trails, or former combat areas.
On completion of the baseline survey, villages are assigned one of the following three categories:
a. High Confidence of Contamination – where direct evidence of contamination is reported
b. Low Confidence of Contamination – where indirect evidence of contamination is
reported
c. No Evidence of Contamination Reported – where no direct or indirect evidence of
contamination is reported
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In order to gather information about hard-to-access villages, MAG has also pioneered the
remote baseline survey process with focus group discussions conducted in IDP camps
with people from the same village. Given that many IDPs in Kachin State visit their villages
of origin on a frequent or semi-frequent basis to check on their houses, crops or farm
animals, they are a valuable source of information. By interviewing IDPs from the same
village in different camps, MAG triangulates the information to assess the quality and the
validity of the information provided. However, in some instances, IDPs do not return to
their village or only return on rare occasions. In this case, MAG assigns the village to the
following category:
d. Inconclusive – where IDPs do not have recent or detailed information about conflict
history or contamination in their village of origin

Case Study
Nawng Hkung* and his family fled from their home in October 2012, following
the breakdown in the ceasefire between the Tatmadaw and the KIA. They have
spent almost eight years living in an IDP camp, where they face many challenges
in their daily lives. To supplement his family’s income, Nawng Hkung returns to his
village from time to time to grow crops on their land and hunt animals in the forest.
Each time he returns, he puts himself at risk. The local community in their village*
suspects that there are contaminated areas around their village, especially on a
nearby mountain where conflict has taken place in the past. On 29 March 2020,
Nawng Hkung and his son visited their hill farm to clear their land for new crops.
While they were laying traps to hunt animals, they stepped on a landmine. Both of
them sustained serious injuries to their legs and stomach, requiring hospitalisation.
Nawng Hkung hopes to return to his village and live in peace one day: “In order for
us to return to our homes safely, it is necessary for landmine clearance to take place,
and for us to receive education about the threat of landmines. We also need support
with shelter, water and hygiene, and food assistance.” Humanitarian mine clearance
is necessary to ensure that IDPs and local communities can access their villages,
agricultural lands, and the forests that they depend on to survive, without danger. It
is a crucial step in the IDP return and resettlement process.
* Names have been with held for confidentiality reasons
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Summary of survey findings
The baseline and remote baseline
surveys conducted so far paint a bleak
picture. 90% of the villages surveyed
have reported some evidence of
contamination.
70% of the villages surveyed have
reported direct evidence of contamination.
However, within the ‘contaminated – high
confidence’ category, the immediate
threat reported varies between villages.
A number of communities have reported
suspected hazardous areas in residential
areas, on agricultural land and on paths
immediately surrounding their village.
For example, community members in a
village in Waingmaw Township reported
that the majority of houses and community
buildings in the village have been destroyed
and are covered by overgrown vegetation.
IDPs suspect dense contamination,
citing an incident in the 1990s where one
landmine accident set off another two
landmines, killing a number of people

Baseline Survey results to date

Contamination - High Confidence
70%
Contamination - Low Confidence 20%
No Evidence of Contamination
Reported 3%
Inconclusive 7%
Source: MAG/DPP Joint Deployment
Baseline Survey (2020)

simultaneously.
Other villages in the ‘contaminated – high confidence’ category have reported direct
evidence of contamination away from the village centre in nearby forests, mountainous
areas or hill farms. A community in Mansi Township has reported a suspected hazardous
area on a small mountain two miles away from the village. Three buffalos have already
died in landmine accidents while grazing.
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A 28-year-old woman lies in hospital in Myitkyina, Kachin State. She stepped on a landmine in her village in
Hpakant Township seven days before this picture was taken

No matter where the landmine and ERW contamination is located, it presents a serious
risk to local villagers and recently resettled IDPs. In February 2020, a recently resettled
IDP was injured when he stepped on a landmine walking towards the river to go fishing in
Nam San Yang, one of the first returnee villages in a process facilitated by the Myanmar
government. In March 2020, two more IDPs sustained serious injuries in a landmine
accident while hunting near Ding Ga Yang, their village of origin. These incidents further
highlight the need for marking, fencing and clearance of hazardous areas.
Reports of at least one landmine/ERW accident constitutes direct evidence of
contamination and in over half of the villages surveyed (52%) community members
described one or more such incidents. For example, IDPs from a village in Chipwi Township
reported that over 50 farm animals were killed by landmines in and around their village.
20% of the villages surveyed have reported indirect evidence of contamination. The
situations in these villages can vary. Some of them have been shelled multiple times, have
former combat posts and army camps, or agricultural lands that have been abandoned by
the local community due to fear. Non-technical survey (NTS) is needed to gather more indepth information about the extent of contamination in these villages. 1
During the baseline survey process, community members from 3% of the villages did
not report any evidence of contamination. In some instances, community members fled
because they heard that skirmishes were happening in neighbouring villages and were
worried that fighting would spread. Although the situation was tense in their area, fighting
did not directly occur in their village or the surrounding areas. These are villages that
could potentially be prioritised for IDP return and resettlement.

1.

Non-technical survey is a more in-depth takes place after baseline surveys to identify the location of
hazardous areas, and the type of EO contamination.
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Initial recommendations on next steps
These baseline and remote baseline contamination survey results have demonstrated how
crucial it is to integrate humanitarian mine action into a broader humanitarian response.
Below are a few suggestions based on the baseline contamination survey findings:2
•• Stakeholders working on IDP returns and resettlements can
prioritise the 3% of villages that have no reported evidence of
contamination at the time of the baseline survey. From a mine
action perspective, villages in this category can be considered as
more conducive to safe returns and resettlement because of the
absence of evidence of landmine and ERW contamination.
•• Through the baseline surveys, MAG and its partners have already
identified 79 areas that are potentially contaminated but villages
reporting evidence of contamination can still be considered for
IDP return and resettlement as long as mine action is integrated
into humanitarian responses. Therefore, it is recommended that
NTS is conducted in all villages with reported contamination
with priority given to those identified as ‘contaminated: high
confidence’. NTS will provide crucial information to stakeholders
about the next steps needed in those villages.
•• Following NTS, it is crucial to follow-on with technical survey to
more accurately define hazardous areas and then at a minimum,
mark and fence those areas. In January 2020, the mine action
sector gained permission to deploy technical teams to commence
marking and fencing operations in accordance with international
mine action standards. The Department of Rehabilitation (DoR)
has asked the mine action sector to prioritise the technical
survey, marking and fencing of areas identified for returns
and resettlement in Kachin State. MAG is exploring options to
mobilise and deploy technical teams to confirm the specific
location of contamination in villages identified for return in Kachin
State and construct semi-permanent fencing barriers to prevent

2.

For more information and detail about the findings of this baseline study, please contact Bekim Shala
at Mines Advisory Group (MAG). Email: bekim.shala@maginternational.org, Website: https://www.
maginternational.org/
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entry into hazardous areas. Fencing of these areas will contribute
to safe returns and resettlements, and increase overall safety
and livelihood opportunities for IDPs and other conflict-affected
communities.
•• In order to ensure the long-term physical safety of IDPs and local
communities, it is crucial to allow for humanitarian clearance
operations, in accordance with international standards, to take
place in Kachin State. It would allow for IDPs who have recently
returned and resettled to access agricultural lands and rebuild
their livelihoods.
MAG will continue to work with partners and local stakeholders in Kachin State to ensure
that mine action is integrated into IDP returns and resettlement discussions. MAG will
continue undertaking baseline surveys in any additional villages of origin being considered,
and will work to identify potential sources of information about whether or not there is
evidence of contamination in the 7% of villages whose remote baseline assessments
were inconclusive.
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